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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
 
 

Question Presented:  Whether taking all the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 

Plaintiff Chris Armstrong, there is sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find, under the 

applicable standards, that Defendant Andrew Shirvell defamed Armstrong? 

Armstrong:  Yes 

Shirvell:  No 

Question Presented:  Whether taking all the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 

Plaintiff Chris Armstrong, there is sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find, under the 

applicable standards, that Defendant Andrew Shirvell invaded Armstrong’s privacy? 

Armstrong:  Yes 

Shirvell:  No 

Question Presented:  Whether taking all the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 

Plaintiff Chris Armstrong, there is sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find, under the 

applicable standards, that Defendant Andrew Shirvell portrayed Armstrong in a false light? 

Armstrong:  Yes 

Shirvell:  No 

Question Presented:  Whether taking all the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 

Plaintiff Chris Armstrong, there is sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find, under the 

applicable standards, that Defendant Andrew Shirvell intentionally inflicted emotional distress on 

Armstrong? 

Armstrong:  Yes 

Shirvell:  No 
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Question Presented:  Whether taking all the facts in the light most favorable to the nonmovant, 

Plaintiff Chris Armstrong, there is sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find, under the 

applicable standards, that Defendant Andrew Shirvell stalked Armstrong? 

Armstrong:  Yes 

 Shirvell:  No 
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 For the rest of his life, wherever he goes and whatever he does, Chris Armstrong will have 

to deal with the fact that a troubled person with a documented background of criminal conduct, 

Andrew Shirvell, spread countless truly vicious lies about him on the Internet.  Shirvell hated 

Armstrong, whom he called “fruity pebbles,” because he was gay.  And he believed that an 

anonymous Blog could be “untraceable,” and the Internet “can allow one to advance one’s agenda 

without fear of accountability.”  So Shirvell threatened Armstrong with bodily harm, attacked him 

knowing he had no basis for the things he was saying, stalked him for months, and believed he 

could get away with all of it.  If not, as he proudly told co-workers, he would just declare 

bankruptcy.  Shirvell’s motion to dismiss this case is factually and legally unsupported and must be 

denied in full.   

Counter-Statement of Facts 

A. Overview of the Parties, Shirvell’s Volatile Background  

 At all times relevant here, Armstrong was a private citizen and college student at the 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (“University”).  Armstrong served as the popularly elected 

student council or Michigan Student Assembly (MSA) president.  The MSA is not a public body, 

established by law or regulation.  Its elections are open only to University students, and only a small 

percentage bother to vote.  Program Manager/Adviser Awai-Williams Dep. 71. 

 Shirvell was at times relevant an Assistant Attorney General.  Shirvell has a history of 

employing intimidation, threats, and abusive language against others.  Prior to the events at issue he 

had several police encounters, including a conviction for assault and battery of a fellow University 

student while he matriculated there.   See Acting Deputy Chief of the University Dept. of  Safety 

Overton Dep. 53-54; Police report Exh F; and a conviction for drunken driving in 2009 Exh G.  

Shirvell had also been involved in numerous altercations with State Representative Alma Wheeler 
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Smith, Exh. H, and the Michigan Log Cabin Republicans, Exh I, among others.  Upon information 

and belief (Plaintiff is awaiting discovery answers), Ave Marie School of Law recommended to the 

State Bar of Michigan Character and Fitness Committee that Shirvell not become licensed in 

Michigan.  Once he became employed with the State, Shirvell used his status as an attorney and his 

appointment as an Assistant Attorney General to provoke the expulsion of a student at the Michigan 

State University School of Journalism.  Id.; Shirvell Dep. 638-639.  In 2010 he was disciplined by 

the Attorney General’s Office for out of control behavior in the office; witnesses have described 

him as being “unhinged” in a “rage” and “on the brink of physical assault.”  Exh J.  

B. Shirvell Develops a Fascination with and Baseless Hatred for Armstrong, Makes 
Public Threats & Stalks Armstrong 

 
 In March 2010, Shirvell created a “Facebook” group by the name of “U of M Alumni and 

Others Against Chris Armstrong and his Radical MSA Agenda.”  Shirvell had never met 

Armstrong, Shirvell Dep. 119, 120, but he used this public platform to spread lies about him.  For 

example, he indicated that Armstrong was “Satan’s representative;” was “dangerous” and was a 

racist who had “targeted African Americans.”  See Exh. A.   

When Facebook deactivated Shirvell’s group, Armstrong became irate.  While he purports 

in the pending motion to be a peacenik interested in political repartee, the actual fact is that Shirvell 

hates Armstrong for being gay and threatened him repeatedly.  For example, Shirvell wrote, “I 

remember the good old days when ‘guys’ like this would get their asses kicked at school.”  Id.  

Shirvell issued an “***OUTRAGE ALERT***” about Armstrong, saying “I better not see Chris 

Armstrong at MY parish in Charlotte – that’s all I got to say.”  Id.  Shirvell boasted that he was “in 

pretty good shape,” so “last time I saw Chris Armstrong he was the one in fear of me – not the 

other way around.”  Id.  He went so far as to characterize Plaintiff as the Harvey Milk of Michigan.  

Id.  Harvey Milk was the first openly gay man to be elected to public office in California, and was 
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assassinated.  Shirvell promised Armstrong, “You’re going down fruity-pebbles.”  Id.   

In or around April 2010, Shirvell created a web log, more commonly known as a “blog,” 

centered entirely on Armstrong.  The blog, Exhibit A, was not political and did not focus only on 

Armstrong’s so-called public agenda as student council president, as Shirvell now suggests.  Rather, 

it traced Armstrong’s family, discussed his work out of state in various positions having nothing to 

do with the MSA, covered his daily activities, disclosed purported romantic interests, commented 

on Armstrong’s acquaintances and friends.  The blog was titled “Chris Armstrong Watch,” and that 

is what Shirvell began to do:  watch Armstrong day and night. 

In particular, Shirvell showed up at Armstrong’s school and his residence unannounced and 

uninvited.  He found out where Armstrong lived off campus, and followed him there.  E.g., 

Armstrong Dep. 326; Shirvell Dep. 602-603; Overton Dep. 55-56.  He repeatedly papered the 

student council offices and other buildings on campus with flyers promoting his blog.  Awai-

Williams Dep. 29-30.  Multiple University officials began to worry about Armstrong’s safety and 

the safety of other MSA participants, id., Exh. C to Docket Entry 110, Cross Motion for Summary 

Judgment.  Shirvell began surreptitiously cataloguing Armstrong’s movements and interactions with 

others.  See Exh. B.  He confronted Armstrong’s friends, at times late at night, sometimes using a 

false name and asking where Armstrong was.  Ashley Schwedt Dep. 38-40.  He told one female 

friend of Armstrong’s that he knew where she lived.  See Exh. O to Docket Entry 110, Cross 

Motion for Summary Judgment.  He applied for special permission to address Armstrong and others 

at a student council meeting closed to outside speakers.  Armstrong Dep. 332.  He contacted Nancy 

Pelosi’s office in Washington, D.C., when Armstrong interned there, more than once.  Exh. S to 

Docket Entry 110, Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.  He lurked outside Armstrong’s house 

until wee hours of the morning filming comings and goings.  Shirvell Dep. 602-603.  He 
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photographed Armstrong and his friends all over campus.  Exh. B. 

C. Overview of Lies on Shirvell’s Blog  
 
 Shirvell’s lies about Armstrong take up pages of the Complaint, and are discussed in more 

detail in subsequent sections.  Among other things, Shirvell falsely represented that Armstrong had 

taken actions that he never took, such as: hosting an orgy in his dorm room; mocking the Bible; 

mocking Christians; directing “unjust” physically “violent persecution” of Shirvell; encouraging 

“thugs” and “violent lackeys” to “viciously attack” Shirvell; engaging in a secret relationship with a 

student council member; running into “trouble with law enforcement” repeatedly; hosting parties to 

“liquor up underage freshmen” and promote homosexual activity; showing “total disrespect for 

…Ann Arbor’s law enforcement community;” laughing at minority student concerns.  See, e.g., 

Armstrong Dep. 188, 205, 343, 351, 406-407 (noting lies).    

Shirvell fabricated the following events as well: The Speaker of the House of 

Representatives reconsidered the Capitol Hill internship that Armstrong had been offered; 

Armstrong had sex in a church and on a playground; there was “overwhelming” evidence in support 

of the same; Armstrong’s father had become sickened by Armstrong for indulging in incessant 

tantrums.  In fact, the above events never occurred.  Shirvell also attributed various thoughts and 

beliefs to Armstrong that he does not hold, including: racist disdain for African-Americans and 

Native Americans; nazism; disregard for the civil rights of others; bias against Christians; an 

absolute lack of respect for police.  See id.; Exh. S to Docket Entry 110, Cross Motion for Summary 

Judgment (Pelosi’s office did not credit Shirvell); Awai-Williams Dep. 67 (attesting to appropriate 

interactions with minority groups); Forsberg Dep. 60 (attesting to appropriate interactions with 

police).   

Shirvell accused Armstrong of being a “liar,” and elsewhere a “pathological liar,” and 
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further stated that he learned to lie from his father, who was also a liar.  See Armstrong Dep. 188 

(statement was untrue). 

Legal Argument 
 
I. Court Should Review Defamation Claim Under Negligence Standard, as Armstrong 

was a Private Figure 
 
 A private figure may recover for defamation negligently published.  Gertz v. Robert Welch, 

Inc., 418 U.S. 323 (1974).  As set forth above, Armstrong was at all times relevant a private person, 

and student at the University. 

A. Armstrong Was not a General Purpose Public Figure 
 

Shirvell argues that Armstrong was a public figure, at Mot. 4-9, without specifying whether 

he means Armstrong was a limited purpose public figure or a public figure for all purposes.  The 

latter is a person who has holds “pervasive power” or as to whom there is “clear evidence of general 

fame or notoriety in the community and pervasive involvement in the affairs of society.”  Gertz v. 

Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 352 (1974).  Courts may not “lightly assume that a citizen’s 

participation in community and professional affairs rendered him a public figure for all purposes.” 

Id.  The “designation has been applied sparingly,” only “to those persons whose names have 

become household words.”  Bufalino v. Detroit Magazine, Inc., 433 Mich. 766, 789-90 (1989).  

Chris Armstrong is not such a person.  Shirvell has adduced no evidence that Armstrong was known 

to the general public, had pervasive involvement in social affairs, etc.1   

                                                 
1 At best Shirvell adduces student newspaper articles that covered University events Armstrong was at, or in which 
Armstrong (among many other students) gave one-liner comments.  Def. Exh. 3.  There is a single Ann Arbor News 
and one Wire article in the bunch.  But these sources cover plenty of private citizens, and name others along with 
Armstrong.  These handful passing references to a student group leader do not make Armstrong pervasively famous.  
Furthermore, Shirvell’s blog reached the world at large, not only University students or even Ann Arbor residents.1 
There is no dispute Armstrong was not a household name throughout the world, where Shirvell’s blog was accessible.  
As such, he was not an all purpose public figure.  See In re Thompson, 162 B.R. 748, 766 (Bkrtcy. E.D.Mich. 1993) 
(determination turns on level of fame throughout area in which publication occurred); Harris v. Tomczak, 94 F.R.D. 
687, 702 (E.D.Cal.1982) (“[T]he question is whether the individual had achieved the necessary degree of notoriety 
where he was defamed—i.e., where the defamation was published.”). 
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A. Armstrong Was not a Limited Purpose Public Figure 

A limited purpose public figure is an individual who “voluntarily injects himself or is drawn 

into a particular public controversy and thereby becomes a public figure for a limited range of 

issues.”  Gertz, 418 U.S. at 351.   

A “controversy” for these purposes must be more than a “cause célèbre,” Time, Inc. v. 

Firestone, 424 U.S. 448, 454 (1976), or “a matter that attracts public attention,” Wolston v. Reader's 

Digest Ass'n, 443 U.S. 157, 167 (1979).  “Rather, it must be shown that persons actually were 

discussing some specific question and a reasonable person would have expected persons beyond the 

immediate participants in the dispute to feel the impact of its resolution.”  Lluberes v. Uncommon 

Productions, LLC, 663 F.3d 6, 14 (1st Cir. 2011) (quoting cases, internal punctuation omitted).  The 

defamer cannot purport to be the person actually engaged in and affected by the so-called 

controversy.  See, e.g., Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111, 135 (1979) (“[T]hose charged with 

defamation cannot, by their own conduct, create their own defense by making claimant a public 

figure”). 

If a “controversy” exists, the plaintiff still does not qualify as a limited purpose public figure 

unless he (a) voluntarily engages in the controversy, (b) has access to channels of effective 

communication to counteract false statements, and (c) has a prominent role in the public 

controversy.  Clark v. ABC, Inc., 684 F.2d 1208, 1218 (6th Cir.1982).   

Shirvell has not identified a controversy that the public was discussing at times relevant, let 

alone adduced proof of the same, nor has he shown that such “controversy” could reasonably impact 

the public.2  He also has not shown that Armstrong thrust himself into such a controversy,3 had 

                                                 
2 The only policy Shirvell has remotely discussed involved a proposal to bring gender-neutral housing to the 
University.  But Shirvell cannot show that Armstrong was a prominent figure on that issue.  The University staff 
member who oversees MSA testified that he was not a leader on that issue; it was primarily championed by others.  
Awai-Williams Dep. 69-70. 
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access to media outlets on demand to counteract Shirvell’s lies, nor that Armstrong attained a 

prominent role in a specific controversy.    

The fact is, the limited purpose public figure analysis is not a good fit for the facts at issue 

here.  Rather what Shirvell actually seeks is to see Armstrong treated like a Congressman or town 

mayor—i.e., as a governmental official about whom all aspects of fitness for office may be of public 

concern.  This effort is misplaced.  For example, in Nehls v. Hillsdale College, 178 F.Supp.2d 771 

(E.D. Mich. 2001), Judge Friedman concluded that a college president (i.e., the adult officer charged 

with operating the college) was not a limited purpose public figure, not even after an affair with his 

daughter in law garnered national media attention.  By comparison, this case is about a student 

holding a leadership position in a club made up of students, similar to the glee club president, or the 

captain of the football team.  Armstrong was not authorized to speak for the University, dispose of 

public funds, change University policy, or pass or amend rules or regulations applicable to students.  

See Awai-Williams Dep. at 72-73.  He had a vote along with dozens of other “elected” student 

representatives, but the entire club is overseen by a full time University employee who testified that 

students’ votes are non-binding and subject to University policies.  Id.; see also p. 68.  There is no 

authority for finding Armstrong a limited purpose public figure in these circumstances.   

B. Defamation Not Within “Controversy” is Not Subject to Privilege 

Even if Armstrong were a limited purpose public figure, statements at issue here fell outside 

the protected “limited range of issues” involving the controversy.  There is no privilege for 

comments outside the scope of the public question.  Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 

F.2d 1287, 1298 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (“[T]he alleged defamation must have been germane to the 

                                                                                                                                                             
3 Shirvell states without citation that Armstrong issued a press release, which he excerpts at Mot. 5.  In fact, 
Armstrong testified he did not issue the press release.  Armstrong Dep. 113.  Furthermore, the person who did sent it 
to the student paper (Michigan Daily), not the national press.  Id. 114.  He also testified he gave just two interviews 
after becoming the MSA president, both in the student newspaper.  Id. 166.   
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plaintiff's participation in the controversy.... Misstatements wholly unrelated to the controversy ... do 

not receive the New York Times protection.”); Gertz, 418 U.S. at 352 (as to a limited purpose public 

figure, the Court must look “to the nature and extent of an individual’s participation in the particular 

controversy giving rise to the defamation.”).  For example, a former District Court Judge may have 

been involved in a “public controversy” as defined above with respect to the allegations of 

misconduct on his part while serving on the Livingston County bench, but the defendant’s public 

accusations of mistreatment of a child were unrelated.  The public controversy as to his conduct as a 

judge “did not deprive [the plaintiff] of private-person status vis-á-vis [the unrelated] accusation.”  

In re Thompson, 162 B.R. 748, (Bkrtcy. E.D. Mich. 1993). 

Here, Shirvell’s false statements had nothing to do with a public controversy in which 

Armstrong was a prominent leader.  Shirvell focused instead on Armstrong’s private life, from sex 

acts and sex partners to whether Nancy Pelosi’s office in Washington, D.C. was reconsidering 

Armstrong’s employment over the summer.  All such statements fall outside the privilege 

surrounding limited purpose public figures. 

The Court can read for itself the blog and draw its own conclusions about the scope of 

Shirvell’s attack.  However, there is record evidence that others did not read it as political in nature.  

In particular, Shirvell’s supervisor in the Attorney General’s Office, Eric Restuccia, described it as 

“indefensible,” “angry, ugly,” “caustic,” “not something that was intended to be persuasive but 

more of an attack,” “strange” with a narrow “focus on a 21-year old student,” not on politics.  

Restuccia Test. at 302-304, 309.  Attorney General Cox, upon reading the blog in full, likewise 

found Shirvell to be a “bully” and his blog “offensive.”  Cox Test. 244.  The blog was shocking on 

“a number of different levels” including that Shirvell seemed “obsessed and infatuated” with 

Armstrong and used the blog for “crowing” about outing Armstrong’s closeted gay acquaintances 
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and stalking Armstrong.  Id. 245. 

II. Shirvell’s Statements about Armstrong Were False and Defamatory 
 
 The statements set forth in the Complaint were uniformly untrue.  See, e.g., Armstrong Dep. 

188, 205, 343, 351, 406-407 (noting lies).      

Shirvell argues that his comments are not capable of a defamatory meaning because they 

were simply his opinion or were mere rhetorical hyperbole.  Shirvell even resorts to suggesting that 

no reasonable reader could have interpreted his statements as “stating actual facts,” Mot. 12 (citing 

Ireland), so he should be excused from liability here. 

This position is totally disingenuous.  Shirvell’s own brief states that the statements were 

true when written “and are true today.”  Mot. 10.  Furthermore, Shirvell has always presented the 

blog as uncovering truth no one else had the courage to disclose and presenting facts for readers to 

make up their own minds.  For example, while being filmed for The Daily Show, Shirvell 

repeatedly stated that he was just providing information, “All I’m doing is offering an alternative 

viewpoint and digging up some information that other people didn’t know about.”  See Exh. K - The 

Daily Show Transcript, 19.  “What I’m doing on the blog is just putting out information…” Id. 36.  

“I’m just putting information out there...” Id. 55.  Shirvell went on to say, “…the thing is about 

Chris is that he’s more limited, he’s not being, you know, scrutinized by the national media, like my 

congressman would, so we have to go out and get some more information on him.  And that’s what 

I’m doing. I’m providing the information from sources and other things…”  Id. 28-29.  “There were 

other [Facebook] groups that I posted to, because I wanted get the word out about Chris on 

Facebook.” Id. 32.  Additionally, he refers to the blog as an “informational tool”  Id. 31, stated that 

“the blog breaks news” Id. 69, and described the blog as an “issues type campaign” “educating the 

public.” Id. 72-7.3 
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On the Blog itself, Shirvell explains that his efforts are aimed at “starting to get the word out 

about the real Chris Armstrong.”  The closure of the Facebook site was “unjust persecution” 

because Shirvell was “exposing the real Chris Armstrong.”  Exh. B, Blog.4 

The Blog speaks of closely “monitor[ing]” Armstrong, and Shirvell characterizes it as 

serving as a “watch site.”  He casts one Blog entry as an “expose of the REAL Chris Armstrong” 

another as “BOMBSHELL” news, and a third as the “latest, and extremely disturbing revelation.”  

Shirvell consistently emphasizes the importance and impact of his information, for example writing 

that a “gigantic BOMBSHELL…this watch site revealed” had “rocked the U of M campus.”  Far 

from suggesting readers should not take him seriously, Shirvell speaks of “uncover[ing]” and 

“document[ing]” information no one else had found.  He asserts that his Blog had “revealed a series 

of SCANDALOUS revelations” over prior weeks.  Id.   

Shirvell also encouraged readers to rely on his information by stating outright that he has 

inside information about Armstrong.  He refers to having “MANY vigilant confidential sources,” 

“multiple confidential sources,” “various reliable sources,” “confidential sources who know Chris 

well.”  Shirvell asserts he has “sources familiar with Armstrong’s so-called inner circle,” 

“EXCLUSIVE photographs” obtained in person, and “evidence,” “overwhelming evidence,” even 

“smoking gun” evidence, for his claims.  Shirvell consistently refers to himself as a careful fact 

gatherer.  For example, he claims he took steps “to confirm” information about Chris, such as 

contacting witnesses to gain “STUNNING admissions” and confirming “authenticity via multiple 

sources.”  Shirvell made “updates,” calling these the latest “news” on reports made earlier.  Id. 

Even a bona fide “statement of opinion may be defamatory when it implies assertions of 

objective facts. …‘context’ must be considered when an alleged defamatory statement is reviewed 

for a determination of whether it implies a defamatory meaning.”  Smith v. Anonymous Joint 
                                                 
4 The Blog has been highlighted to identify the cited passages, Exh. B. 
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Enterprise, 487 Mich. 102 (2010).  “[A] court must consider all the words used in allegedly 

defamatory material, not merely a particular phrase or sentence.”  Id. 548 (internal citation omitted); 

see also Gustin v. Evening Press Co., 172 Mich. 311, 314 (1912) (noting that a publication must be 

considered as a whole when testing its libelous quality); O'Connor v. Sill, 60 Mich. 175, 181, 27 

N.W. 13 (1886) (noting that an allegedly defamatory article must be read as a whole, without 

severing parts of it). 

As a result, even if some of Shirvell’s comments might in isolation amount only to opinions 

or rhetorical hyperbole, the full context of the Blog explicitly invited readers to rely on Shirvell’s 

statements as fact-based, amply supported by evidence, carefully confirmed, and capable of 

“rocking” the University campus.  A jury could readily conclude that Shirvell intended others to 

rely on his information, and that readers might reasonably have done so.   

Shirvell asserts that labeling Armstrong a KKK member and “grand dragon,” Exh. B & 

Compl. Para. 40-41, and labeling him as a Nazi are “protected” as hyperbole. Compl. Para. 30, 60.  

Even if a reader might not literally believe a statement to be true, the statement is defamatory if its 

“implication” “gist” or “sting” is dishonest.  The issue is whether the substance of the matter is 

dishonest.  Courts have always “looked to the sting of the article to determine its effect on the 

reader.”  Hawkins v. Mercy Health Services, Inc., 230 Mich. App. 315, 332 (1998).  Here, the 

“sting” of the words is the same as the explicit accusations on the Blog that Armstrong is a “racist” 

who “laugh[s] at minority students’ concerns” and thinks he is so much better than them and 

harbors “hatred for minority students.”  Exh. B, Blog; Compl. 15, 44. 58-59.  Such claims are 

defamatory in the context presented here, i.e., as factual “revelations” of Armstrong’s personality, 

newly uncovered from proven, reliable, inside sources.  Cf. MacElree v. Philadelphia Newspapers, 

Inc., 544 Pa. 117 (1996) (allegation that plaintiff was the David Duke of his community was 
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defamatory); Puchalski v. School Dist. of Springfield, 161 F.Supp.2d 395 (E.D.Pa. 2001) (allegation 

plaintiff made racist remark defamatory). 

Finally, Shirvell falsely accused Armstrong and others of taking specific actions that 

reflected poorly on Armstrong.  Counter-statement of Facts, Section C.  The events alleged did or 

did not happen.  These are not opinions or rhetorical in any sense of the word.  They are provably 

false lies, id., and they are actionable.     

III.  Armstrong Has Adduced Sufficient Evidence as to Fault 

Shirvell asserts that Armstrong must demonstrate that the statements at issue here were 

made with actual malice, because he incorrectly argues that Armstrong is a public figure.  In fact, as 

explained above, Armstrong is a private figure.  Accordingly, he need only show negligence in the 

publication, not actual malice.  Furthermore, even if Armstrong were a limited purpose public 

figure, Shirvell made statements that had nothing to do with any “controversy.”  Those comments 

would not be subject to the “actual malice” standard, but rather the negligence standard.  See 

Section I. C.   

While Armstrong urges the Court to find him to be a private figure at times relevant, he 

addresses the actual malice standard here for sake of completeness.  The Court must first understand 

that Shirvell’s assertions of good intentions here, e.g., Mot. at 10, are not controlling.  

Circumstantial indirect evidence of actual malice can defeat a defendant's statement that he acted 

lawfully.  St. Amant v. Thompson, 390 U.S. 727, 732 (1968);  Carson v. Allied News Co., 529 F.2d 

206, 213 (7th Cir.1976).   

A. Evidence Amply Establishes Fault Here 

The evidence here of Shirvell’s actual malice is overwhelming. 

First:  Shirvell’s Admitted Intentions.  Shirvell published the statements at issue in this case 
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following the deactivation of his Facebook group about Chris Armstrong.  Shirvell was enraged that 

Facebook took this step, and incorrectly concluded Armstrong had orchestrated the closure.  He 

explicitly stated on Facebook that he was going to retaliate, and threatened Armstrong “you’re 

going down.”  Exh. A. 

Second: Shirvell’s Homophobia.  Actual malice in this context can not be established by 

showing spite or ill-will alone.  Harte-Hanks Communications, Inc. v. Connaughton, 491 U.S. 657, 

667 (1989).  However, the Supreme Court has concluded that circumstantial “evidence concerning 

motive or care” may “bear on the actual malice inquiry.”  Id. 668.   

Shirvell has demonstrated his hatred and disrespect for gay men, including Armstrong 

personally, using numerous threats and epithets.5  In addition to those set forth in the Counter-

Statement of Facts above, for example, Shirvell has referred to gay men as “sick freaks,” 

“absolutely shameful,” “beyond offensive,” “butt buddies,” “PERVERTED,”  “Sick.  Sick.  

SICK!!!”  “Freak”  “vermin” “You people are all the same.”  Exh. C.  He described a young gay 

couple as “beyond sickening,” examples of “the Culture of the Absurd,” Exh. A.  He referred to 

Armstrong as “Harvey Milk,” “fruity pebbles,” “this ‘guy’ Chris[tine?]” and “fruitcake.”  Id.,  

Shirvell’s supervisor at the AG’s Office, Restuccia testified that Shirvell was “the paradigm of the 

bigot.”  Restuccia Test. 315.   

Third: Reckless Reliance on Anonymous “Sources.”  The Supreme Court has given as an 

example of reckless disregard the following:  fabricating a story, basing it on an “unverified 

anonymous telephone call,” publishing “inherently improbable” statements, or having “obvious 

reasons to doubt the veracity of the informant.” St. Amant, 390 U.S. at 732.  Shirvell admitted that 

                                                 
5 Shirvell has also threatened these individuals when they confronted him about his behavior as evidenced by 
Exhibit E.  In an online conversation with another blogger Shirvell stated that he “will be on some national news 
programs next week!  Everyone will know about Armstrong now!!  So, unless you want to be featured next on the 
blog, I would suggest you leave me be and let sleeping dogs lie, ok, Miss Miller?”  [directed to an openly gay male] 
Emphasis added.   
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his so-called “reliable” “inside” sources were anonymous: 

Q.   You cite throughout your blog the term "sources."  Give me the names of your 
sources. 
A.   Well, I wish I could.  They were anonymous, and I don't have any of their 
information.   

 
Shirvell Dep. 129.  Shirvell said that he used information from people who emailed him out of the 

blue, but Shirvell kept none of the supposed exchanges and could not identify how many he had, the 

dates, or anything he had done to verify their information.  Id. 137-138.  Shirvell said that as to 

Armstrong being a liar, he relied on statements in the Michigan Daily, id. 161, which he regurgitates 

in the pending motion as well.  Again, those are anonymous.  See Def. Exh. 10.   

Fourth: Shirvell’s Admission to Restuccia.  When Shirvell’s supervisors at the AG’s office 

read his Blog, they were taken aback.  One of them called Shirvell in and asked him to deactivate 

the Blog.  He warned Shirvell, “you’re going to be sued.”  Restuccia Test. 310.  Indeed the AG’s 

office would later go on to indicate in Shirvell’s termination papers that he was knowingly courting 

a civil lawsuit, Exhs. T, U to Docket Entry 110, Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.  Shirvell’s 

response was that if he were sued, he would simply “declare bankruptcy…I don’t have many 

assets.”  Restuccia Test. 310.  This Court must take the evidence in the light most favorable to 

Armstrong, and interpret this admission as a statement of Shirvell’s knowing intention to do wrong 

here and escape liability later through bankruptcy. 

Fifth:  Shirvell’s Admitted Willingness to Fabricate.  As noted above, “[e]xamples of 

reckless disregard expressly given by the Supreme Court include where a story is fabricated by 

the defendant.”  Carson v. Allied News Co., 529 F.2d 206, 209 (7th Cir. 1976) (emphasis added).  

Here, Shirvell fabricated “news” as grist for his Blog routinely.  One stark example began with a 

teaser posting on September 4, 2010, when Shirvell reported that Armstrong’s roommates were 

hosting a party that night following the University’s home opening football game.  Shirvell railed 
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about the party and expected attendees at length (plenty of whom of course had nothing to do with 

MSA), and told readers to “stay tuned” to see what happened next.  That night, he drove to Ann 

Arbor, and stood outside Armstrong’s home until almost 1 a.m.  He then called the police and 

reported that the party was loud.  Shirvell Dep. 603-604.  When the police came, Shirvell 

photographed them and the next day he released a “BOMBSHELL” report on the Blog, stating that 

police had “raided” Armstrong’s home, facing an “out of control crowd.”  Exh. B.  This instance 

shows the lengths Shirvell went to, in order to create stories himself. 

Sixth: Refusal to Retract.  Shirvell admits in Mot. 10 that he has never retracted his 

statements, despite requests to do so.  The unwillingness to retract known false statements (i.e., in 

light of Armstrong’s sworn deposition testimony, etc.) is indicative of malice.  Golden Bear 

Distributing Systems of Texas, Inc. v. Chase Revel, Inc., 708 F.2d 944, 950 (5th Cir. 1983) partially 

abrogated on other grounds under state law;  Restatement of Torts (Second), supra, § 580A 

comment d, at 219 (“Under certain circumstances evidence [of a refusal by a publisher to retract a 

statement after it has been demonstrated to him to be both false and defamatory] ... might be 

relevant in showing recklessness at the time the statement was published.”).  

Seventh: Shirvell’s Anonymity.  Shirvell published his blog anonymously.  See Exh. B.  In 

a paper he authored on blogs6, Exh. D, Shirvell noted that taking such a step “can allow one to 

advance one’s agenda without fear of accountability, or, secondly, and alternatively, it can allow 

one to live out a fantasy life that bears little resemblance to how one conducts his or her life in 

reality.”  Id. 6-7..  He went on to say that anonymity affords the opportunity to speak without 

“having to answer for” what is said.  Id. 7.  Elsewhere he wrote that pseudonyms are “untraceable” 

and this fact “releases citizens to write things that they would probably not have dared to 

communicate otherwise.”  Id. 12.  The Court should recognize Shirvell’s decision to adopt 
                                                 
6 At Shirvell’s deposition he admitted he was the author of the paper. Shirvell Dep. 341. 
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anonymity together with this disclosure of the advantages he personally perceived in doing so as an 

admission: Shirvell wanted the option to speak without consequences, including indulging in a 

fantasy world of his own creation. 

Eighth:  Admitted Efforts to Grab Attention.  When asked why Shirvell used a swastika on 

Armstrong’s face and called him a Nazi, Shirvell said he did it to get attention, and it worked.  “In 

retrospect, I mean, that’s what’s got all the media attention.  So, if that’s what I needed to do to 

bring attention to Chris’s agenda, then so be it.” The Daily Show transcript, Exh. K 77-78.  “It’s 

made for dramatic effect. Again, it’s a political tactic, and it’s working.  It’s drawn media 

coverage.” Id. 79.  He knew his statements were inflammatory and he made no bones about saying 

whatever he had to, in order to garner attention. 

Ninth:  Shirvell’s Comprehension of Harm.  Shirvell’s article on defamation on the 

Internet, Exh. D, acknowledged that “blogs have a tremendous power to harm reputation.”  Id. 1.  

He noted that blogs provide “an easy way…to circulate all sorts of rumors, innuendos, conspiracy 

theories, and the like.”  Id. 5.  He cited one authority for the proposition that Blog messages “have a 

tremendous power to harm reputation,” id., and another for the proposition that the Internet has an 

“extraordinary capacity…to replicate almost endlessly any defamatory message.”  Id. 18.  He 

argued that negligence should be the standard applied to “non-government plaintiffs” due to the 

harm involved.  The Court should recognize his state of mind, as reflected in his own writing—that 

Blogs create a unique opportunity to harm another person. 

B. Additional Analysis of Specific Claims 

Some of the most readily falsifiable comments Shirvell made on his Blog are not even 

mentioned in Shirvell’s brief.  Elements of Armstrong’s claim that are not directly addressed must 

not be summarily dismissed.  On a motion under Rule 56(c), the movant has the initial “burden of 
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showing conclusively that there exists no genuine issue as to a material fact.”  Hutt v. Gibson Fiber 

Glass Products, Inc., 914 F.2d 790 (1990).  As the non-moving party, Plaintiff is not necessarily 

even “required to respond to a motion for summary judgment in order to prevail since the burden of 

establishing the nonexistence of a material factual dispute always rests with the movant.”  Angelo v. 

Kroger Co., 828 F.2d 19 (6th Cir. 1987).   

As to statements that Shirvell did address, the above points about falsity and fault hold true.  

For example, Shirvell claims he posted that there was “overwhelming evidence” that Armstrong had 

sex in a church and on a playground because a person named Kolby Roberts said so on Facebook.  

Mot. 14.  He never spoke with Roberts.  He did not know Roberts.  He did not know if Armstrong 

had ever had any relationship with Roberts.  See Shirvell Dep. 720 (did not check the information, 

because “I would have no idea how to contact Kolby Roberts”).  And the supposed disclosure by an 

unknown person of “our rampant sexual adventures” in churches and playgrounds on the Internet 

was inherently implausible.  It is no defense that Shirvell was simply repeating Roberts’ 

defamation.7  False statements, even if based on misinformation or mistake, are actionable.  E.g., 

Bowerman v. Detroit Free Press, 287 Mich. 443, 446 (1939).  Moreover, “It is no defense, and 

cannot mitigate damages to show that others uttered the same slander, or that it was common talk…   

It cannot…constitute justification…it cannot affect malice in fact.”  Darling v. Mansfield, 222 

Mich. 278, 280-281 (1923). 

The same analysis applies to the accusation that Armstrong “hosted” an orgy in his dorm 

room.  The “source” for that statement was Facebook posts which are dripping with sarcasm.  See 

Def. Exh. 3.  Of course, Shirvell never confirmed the statements with any participants at the time.  

                                                 
7 Shirvell stated at his deposition that Roberts’ statement was reliable because it was on Facebook, and was not 
retracted.  Shirvell Dep. 224-225.  In fact, it was retracted within hours of being posted, at Armstrong’s insistence, 
as soon as he saw it.  Armstrong Dep. 265.  Furthermore, Shirvell is well aware that things can appear on Facebook 
that are jokes, silliness, sarcasm, lies, and so on.  As Shirvell put it, such media provide “an easy way…to circulate 
all sorts of rumors, innuendos, conspiracy theories, and the like.”  Exh. D.   
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See, e.g., Shirvell Dep. 715-716.  Furthermore, he has refused to retract despite being told by the 

same people who posted the information on Facebook that the whole thing was a gag aimed at 

spoofing him.  Id.  As set forth above, Shirvell’s repetition of inherently implausible public 

announcements of orgiastic sex as fact, without confirmation was amply reckless.  His refusal to 

retract also demonstrates malice. 

Shirvell claims numerous statements he made were true and not reckless, based on 

Armstrong’s “decision to join the controversial organization now known as Order of the Angell” 

because “of its racist and elitist nature.”  Mot. 14.  In fact, Shirvell had no basis for any comment 

due to Armstrong’s involvement with this club.  Shirvell disclosed a total and complete lack of 

information about the actual operation of the club during his deposition.  He could not describe its 

“racist” activities or “racist” nature, “Because it’s a secret society.”  Shirvell Dep. 110.  He admitted 

he was “not aware” of its mission, even though the club is an official University of Michigan 

organization and its mission statement is posted on the U of M website.  Id.   When asked if other 

members of the organization, such as President Gerald Ford, Coach Bo Schembechler, and football 

stand-out Mike Hart are “racist,” Shirvell said he could not say, since he does not know them.  Id.  

118-125; cf. 119-120 (never spoke with Armstrong either).  This admission makes clear that mere 

membership in this club is not evidence of racism, and he subjectively knew that.  Nothing Shirvell 

has said about the Order of Angell alters the analysis detailed above.   

IV. No Basis Given to Dismiss Intentional Infliction & Invasion of Privacy Counts 
 
Shirvell makes no argument for dismissal of Counts II and III of the Complaint, beyond 

what he uses to challenge Count I.  Hutt and Angelo, supra, make clear that dismissal of these 

Counts based on so little is inappropriate.   

V. Invasion of Privacy Claim Rests on Firm Factual, Legal Footing 
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 Count V alleges that Shirvell telephoned Armstrong’s employer, Nancy Pelosi’s office, and 

collected private information about him by “some method objectionable to a reasonable man.”  In 

specific, Shirvell called Pelosi’s office and lied about who he was (an official at the University), and 

told Armstrong’s boss that Armstrong was “a racist and militant homosexual”.  Exh. S to Docket 

Entry 110, Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.  Shirvell’s allegations were “of the type to have 

justified Armstrong’s termination” if they had been true, and they were understood to be intended to 

“interfere with” Armstrong’s employment.  Id.   

Shirvell posted on line that Pelosi’s office “Reconsiders Armstrong’s Internship; Currently 

Investigating His Ties to Racist Student Group.”  Exh. B.  He stands by the claim that he obtained 

actual bona fide personnel information through that contact— namely that Pelosi’s office was truly 

“investigating” Armstrong.  Shirvell Dep. 238.  If the jury accepts that, then Shirvell obtained that 

information through false pretenses (lying about his identity) and published private (personnel) 

information about a purely nonpublic, internal investigation of a student intern.  The tort is not 

disclosing where Armstrong worked, as Shirvell argues, Mot. 17-18, but disclosing private matters 

Shirvell claims he learned that were not public.  Shirvell has given no basis for dismissing this 

claim.   

VI. There is a Clear Question of Fact on Stalking Count 
 

Count VI of Plaintiff’s complaint alleges that Shirvell is liable for stalking, pursuant to MCL 

§600.2954 (authorizing civil remedy) because he engaged in conduct prohibited under Michigan 

penal code 750.411h and i, specifically a “willful course of conduct involving repeated or 

continuing harassment of another individual that would cause a reasonable person to feel terrorized, 

frightened, intimidated, threatened, harassed, or molested and that actually causes the victim to feel 

terrorized, frightened, intimidated, threatened, harassed, or molested.”  MCL §750.411h.   
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Armstrong has adduced evidence of the same, in spades.  Shirvell made numerous unwanted 

contacts with Armstrong, both on and off campus, all detailed in Counter-Statement of Facts B.8  

Armstrong’s female friends reported to University officials and/or police that Shirvell was “creepy, 

stalkerish” and that they were afraid.  Exh. C to Docket Entry 110.  As Melissa Overton, Acting 

Deputy Chief of the University Department of Public Safety testified, Shirvell “was obsessed, 

couldn't leave Chris alone, had to show up wherever he was no matter where he was,  on campus, 

off campus….that's very scary behavior from a law enforcement perspective.”  Overton Dep. 55-56.  

Overton explained she is very familiar with protesters on campus, but Shirvell stood out as different, 

“especially because he specifically focused on one person, one individual.”  Id. 56.  She remains to 

this day “concerned for Chris’s safety.”  Id. 57. 

Shirvell’s defense to this cause of action is that he was not charged or convicted of stalking 

Armstrong.  Mot. at 19-20.  However, MCL §600.2954(2) specifically provides that neither is 

required.9  Shirvell has also implied that because he never spoke to Armstrong or actually trespassed 

onto his property, his conduct is not wrongful.  However, the statutes at issue define wrongful 

harassing behavior to include “following or appearing within the sight” and “approaching or 

confronting that individual in a public place or on private property.”  MCL §750.411h(1)(e).   

Finally, Shirvell implied that his conduct was not stalking or is not wrongful because it 

                                                 
8 By way of example of the constancy of this conduct, the Court should consider the following.  On September 2, 
2010, Armstrong’s roommates took photos of Shirvell standing outside of their house.  Exh. J to Docket Entry 110, 
Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.  On September 5, 2010, Shirvell watched Armstrong’s home and took 
pictures of the comings and goings until after 1 a.m.  Exh. B.  On September 6, 2010, Shirvell again appeared at 
Chris’s house.  Shirvell also showed up to a student event, watched and photographed Armstrong.  Exh. B.  On 
September 7, 2010, Shirvell attended a closed MSA meeting and addresses the council. 
 
9  For this reason, Shirvell’s reliance on Def. Exh. 28, a hearsay, unauthenticated memorandum of a county 
prosecutor declining to charge the crime, is totally irrelevant.  Furthermore, if the Court were inclined to consider 
the opinion of a prosecutor, it would be well to reference the opinion of the chief law enforcement officer of the 
State of Michigan, the Attorney General, who testified that Shirvell’s conduct was stalking, and who explained the 
myriad reasons local prosecutors opt not to charge a crime.  Cox Test. at 245-247, 257-259.  See also Overton Dep. 
19 (behavior was continuous, stalking behavior).   
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includes protected First Amendment activity.  “Whether the conduct at issue met the statutory 

definition of stalking is a mixed question of fact and law.”  Kirkley v. Dudra, 1996 WL 33360281, 4 

(Mich.App. 1996).  There is a fact question here as to the actual nature of some of Shirvell’s 

conduct.  By way of example, Shirvell characterizes his hovering around Armstrong and 

Armstrong’s home as “protesting” or “praying.”  If Shirvell wants to take to the jury that he 

innocently drove over an hour from his home to Armstrong’s neighborhood, Shirvell Dep. 279 

(estimating drive time), simply to find a nice spot to pray silently to himself, and not to threaten and 

harass Armstrong, let him try.  The fact is, Shirvell’s overall pattern of conduct is clearly not 

protected speech.  Following Armstrong, contacting his out of state employer, surveilling his home, 

photographing him, photographing his house, confronting and following his friends, and threatening 

him with bodily harm are not protected speech under any analysis.  See, e.g., Carroll v. City of Flint, 

2002 WL 1374053 (2002) (following plaintiff, driving slowly past her home; appearing near 

plaintiff where she worked, albeit in a public City office were actionable offenses). 

      Respectfully submitted, 

       DEBORAH L. GORDON, PLC 
       Deborah L. Gordon (P27058) 
       /s/Sarah S. Prescott (P70510) 
       Attorneys for Plaintiff 

33 Bloomfield Hills Parkway, Ste. 275 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304 
(248) 258-2500 
dgordon@deborahgordonlaw.com 

       sprescott@deborahgordonlaw.com 
DATED:  March 19, 2012 
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with the Clerk of the Court using the ECF system, which will send notification of such filing and 
service of said documents to Defendant/Call parties through their counsel of record. 
 
       DEBORAH L. GORDON, PLC 
       Deborah L. Gordon (P27058) 
       /s/Sarah S. Prescott (P70510) 
       Attorneys for Plaintiff 

33 Bloomfield Hills Parkway, Ste. 275 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304 
(248) 258-2500 
dgordon@deborahgordonlaw.com 

       sprescott@deborahgordonlaw.com 
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